


Vinay Kumar Tripathi named as Chairman and 
CEO of Railway Board



V.S Pathania takes over as Director-General of 
Indian Coast Guard



Indian-origin Ashok Elluswamy was first 
employee to be hired for Tesla’s



Former RBI Governor Urjit Patel Appointed as 
Vice President of AIIB



RajKummar Rao named as brand ambassador of 
RenewBuy



Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas appointed as next 
IMF’s Chief Economist



Lt Gen Manoj Pande Appointed As Next Army 
Vice Chief



GoodDot ropes in Neeraj Chopra as its brand 
ambassador



Lt Gen GAV Reddy named as new Defence
Intelligence Agency Head



Santishree Dhulipudi Pandit named as first 
woman Vice Chancellor of JNU



Amitabh Bachchan named as brand ambassador 
of MediBuddy



Disha Patani named as Brand Ambassador of 
Bata India



Staff Selection Commission 2022: Senior 
bureaucrat S. Kishore appointed as new SSC 
Chairman



IAS Officer Vineet Joshi named as Chairman of 
CBSE



Bihar ropes in Manoj Tiwari as brand 
ambassador for Khadi



Shah Rukh Khan named as Brand Ambassador of 
Gaming app A23



G Ashok Kumar named as India’s first national 
maritime security coordinator



Table Tennis player Manika Batra joins Adidas 
as brand ambassador



Dish TV’s ropes Rishabh Pant as its brand 
ambassador



Madhabi Puri Buch named as first woman chief 
of SEBI



Narotam Sekhsaria’s autobiography “The 
Ambuja Story”



A Book titled ‘Pride, Prejudice and Punditry’ by 
Dr Shashi Tharoor



The book ‘Raj Kapoor: The Master at Work’ 
authored by Rahul Rawail



A new book titled “Gandhi’s Assassin: The 
Making of Nathuram Godse and His Idea of 
India” by Dhirendra Jha



Ratan Tata’s biography ‘Ratan N. Tata: The 
Authorized Biography’ to be out in Nov 2022
Dr Thomas Matthew



A book on Arundhati Bhattacharya 
“Indomitable: A Working Woman’s Notes on Life, 
Work and Leadership” released



A book titled ‘The Legend of Birsa Munda’ 
authored by Tuhin A Sinha & Ankita Verma



‘A Little Book of India: Celebrating 75 years of 
Independence’ authored by Ruskin Bond



A book titled “Fearless Governance” authored by 
Kiran Bedi



A book titled ‘Operation Khatma’ authored by R 
C Ganjoo & Ashwini Bhatnagar



A book titled “Atal Bihari Vajpayee” authored by 
Sagarika Ghose



A book titled ‘How to Prevent the Next 
Pandemic’ by Bill Gates



A book titled ‘A Nation To Protect’ authored by 
Priyam Gandhi Mody



A book title ‘The Great Tech Game’ penned by 
Anirudh Suri



Anup Jalota released book “Udaan Ek Majdoor
Bachhe Ki” authored by Mithilesh Tiwari



15th August 2014, PMJDY is National 

Mission for Financial Inclusion to ensure 

access to financial services, namely, 

Banking/ Savings & Deposit Accounts, 

Remittance, Credit, Insurance, Pension in 

an affordable manner.



The scheme is Based upon the following 6 pillars:

1.Universal access to banking services – Branch and Banking 

Correspondents.

2.Basic savings bank accounts with overdraft facility (OD) of  Rs. 10,000/- to 

every household.

3.Financial Literacy Program– Promoting savings, use of  ATMs, getting ready 

for credit, availing insurance and pensions, using basic mobile phones for 

banking.

4.Creation of  Credit Guarantee Fund – To provide banks some guarantee 

against defaults.

5.Insurance – Accident cover up to Rs. 1,00,000 and life cover of  30,000 on 

account opened between 15 Aug 2014 to 31 January 2015.

6.Pension scheme for Unorganized sector.

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana



Make In India programme



Make in India campaign was launched by the Prime Minister of

India on September 25, 2014.

•

To attract foreign investment for new industrialisation and develop 

the already existing industry base in India to surpass that of  China.

•Target of  an increase in manufacturing sector growth to 12-14% 

per annum over the medium term.

•To increase the share of manufacturing sector in the country’s 

Gross Domestic Product from 16% to 25% by 2022.

•To create 100 million additional jobs by 2022.

•To promote export-led growth.

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana

https://www.drishtiias.com/to-the-points/paper3/india-s-industrial-policy
https://www.drishtiias.com/daily-updates/daily-news-editorials/key-reasons-for-an-indian-industrial-policy




Launched on 2nd October, 2014 to accelerate the efforts to achieve 

universal sanitation coverage and to focus on sanitation.

•The aim is to achieve a clean and open defecation free (ODF) 
India.

•Implemented by the Ministry of  Drinking Water and Sanitation.

Swachh Bharat Mission





1.To prevent gender biased sex selective elimination

2.To ensure survival and protection of  the girl child

3.To ensure education and participation of  the girl child

Primary :

Young and newly married couples; Pregnant and Lactating mothers; parents

Secondary :

Youth, adolescents (girls and boys), in-laws, medical doctors/ practitioners, 

private hospitals, nursing homes and diagnostic centres

Tertiary :

Officials, PRIs; frontline workers, women SHGs/Collectives, religious leaders, 

voluntary organizations, media, medical associations, industry associations, 

general public as a whole .

22nd January 2016

Beti Bachao Beti Padhao





The scheme was launched on 9th May, 2015, with the objective of  

creating a universal social security system for all Indians, 

especially the poor, the under-privileged and the workers in the 

unorganised sector.

•Any citizen of  India can join the APY scheme. The age of  the 

subscriber should be between 18-40 years. The contribution levels 

would vary and would be low if  a subscriber joins early and 

increases if  she joins late.

•It provides a minimum guaranteed pension ranging from Rs 1000 

to Rs 5000 on attaining 60 years of  age.

Atal Pension Yojana



Venus Mission

•The Shukrayaan-1 could launch in December 2024 as an orbiter 

headed towards neighbouring planet Venus.

•This will be the Indian space agency’s first mission to Venus, and 

is expected to have a mission life of  4 years.

•During this time, multiple instruments will carry out studies on the 

planet.

•If  it misses the 2024 deadline, then the next window for launch will 

be in mid-2026 when Venus and Earth realign. This is important for 

spacecraft fuel efficiency when visiting other planets.

•The Venus orbiter will be launched on the rockets made by ISRO.



DISHA

•DISHA (Disturbed and quiet-type System at High Altitude):

• It is a twin-satellite system that will study Earth’s aeronomy, the 

uppermost layer of  Earth’s atmosphere.

• It will involve twin satellites orbiting Earth at an altitude of  450km.



•Chandrayaan-3:

• It could be set for a launch date by the middle of  2023 with 

huge progress in incorporating design and testing.

• It is the third Moon mission of  the ISRO and successor of  

Chandrayaan-2 mission.

• It involves various processes, including finalisation of  

configuration, subsystems realisation, integration, spacecraft 

level detailed testing and a number of  special tests to evaluate 

the system performance on earth.

• Progress was hampered due to Covid-19 pandemic.



GAGANYAAN

• India’s first human spaceflight mission.

• It is expected in 2023.

• The spacecraft is jointly made by ISRO and HAL.

• It will carry three Indian astronauts to low earth orbit (of  2000 

km or less) for a period of  five to seven days.

•Other Missions: XpoSat, IRNSS



TRISHNA

TRISHNA (Thermal infraRed Imaging Satellite for High resolution Natural 

resource Assessment):

•ISRO and CNES have completed the feasibility study to realise the earth 

observation satellite mission with thermal infrared imager, TRISHNA.

•It is meant for accurate mapping of  land surface temperatures.

•It will acquire imagery of  Earth’s surface in the thermal infrared with a 

resolution and revisit frequency never seen before.

•Expected launch: in 2024

•India and France are working on their third joint satellite mission.

•ISRO and French space agency CNES (Centre National dEtudes Spatiales) 

have undertaken two joint missions 'Megha-Tropiques', which was launched in 

2011, and 'Saral-Altika' in 2013.



World Population Day 2022 observed globally on 11 

July



Wimbledon 2022: Novak Djokovic wins seventh title



Wimbledon 2022: Novak Djokovic wins seventh title



National Fish Farmers’ Day 2022: 10 July



Alvaro Lario named as new President of  IFAD
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IFAD)



‘Father of  Indian Internet’ BK Syngal passes away



World Malala Day 2022 celebrates on 12th July



Pallavi Singh wins the Mrs Universe Divine Crown in 

South Korea



Former Angolan President Jose Eduardo Dos 

Santos passes away



In Rurban Mission’s delta rating, Jharkhand ranks 

first



Tesla CEO Elon Musk terminates deal to buy Twitter 

for $44 billion



India’s GM D. Gukesh wins Gijon Chess Masters



India becomes 68th country to join Interpol’s child 

sexual abuse database



Death of  renowned archaeologist Padma Shri 

Enamul Haque



Bhagwani Devi, 94, won gold medal in 100-meter 

sprint in Finland

Bhagwani Devi Dagar, a 94-year-old Indian sprinter, won the gold medal in the 

100-meter sprint at the Tampere, Finland, World Masters Athletics 

Championships. She finished first in the gold with a timing of  24.74 seconds 

and took home the bronze in shot-put. For competitors 35 years of  age and 

older, the World Masters Athletics Championships is a competition organised

in the sport of  track and field.





कोड लगायें– Y332

सबसे ज्यादा छूट पाने के

ललए 

AFCAT , UPSC CAPF , 

UPSC CDS and all Defence 

Exams Batches in a single 

Pack - Mahapack
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